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Abstract

With the rise of social data media, the cyber world nearly parallels to the real world. The trajectory of a hot event is
reflected in social media by Public Opinion Data Space (OS) and Actual Behavior Data Space (BS). However, the
relationships with a variety of mechanisms in each space or between them are often unknown. To solve the above
issues, the traditional methods for inferring relationship are by performing a statistical similarity analysis of time
sequence from dynamic elements. In specially, the research of clustering nonlinear correlation data object is rare, so
we propose Matrix Similarity Clustering Algorithm (MSCA) based on random matrix theory and combined with
sliding window technology to cluster the similarity of multidimensional time sequences. This method is effective to
detect the trend relationship of time sequences with multiple dynamic elements. In addition, we construct a
knowledge map to analyse the relationships in OS and BS.
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1 Introduction
With social media showing increase popularity such as
Twitter, Micro Blog, the data complex and value sparse
features have caused much attention in Internet big data
mining research. Cyberspace almost parallels with the real
world with the increasing socialization interaction between
online and offline. Thousands of Internet users compose a
network system, who interact each other with a variety of
mechanisms. A system of Public Opinion Data Space and
Actual Behavior Data Space (OBS) is a comprehensive
computing, cyber, and physical environment for the multi-
dimensional complex systems. It is a network physical sys-
tem with a controllable, credible, and scalable function on
the basis of environmental perception, depth fusion calcu-
lation, communication, and control ability. It realizes depth
fusion while it increases or extends new function with real-
time interaction by the feedback of calculation process and
physical process. It controls a physical system in the form
of safe, reliable, efficient and real-time.

Recent years, due to potential benefits to society,
economy, and the environment, more and more scholars
take attention on the research related to BS. BS as the
next generation of engineered systems require tight inte-
gration of computing, communication, and control tech-
nologies in many application domains [1]. Sometimes,
how to know the relationship among elements in the
system is impossible due to technical limitations or the
nature of the system itself. It is important to address the
problem of how to optimally infer the relationship of
system from the observable elements [2, 3]. A happening
event causes changes in Public Opinion Data Space (OS)
and in Actual Behavior Data Space (BS) [4]. For ex-
ample, clicks, posts, replies, etc. of the event on some
forums change in OS. And deal, prices, and stock trade
related to the event change in BS also. The event is
mapped into OS and BS, and we use the data mapping
of OS and BS to analyze the event.
In this paper, the main elements are the form of multi-

factor time sequences in OS and BS. Our main job is to
find the relationships between the main member and
others of event in OS or BS and the relationship between
OS and BS. Because our study object is multifactor time
sequences and there are no simple linear relationships, we
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propose Matrix Similarity Clustering Algorithm (MSCA)
based on random matrix theory combined with sliding
window technology to cluster the similarity of multidimen-
sional time sequence.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

gives the related work in the literature. We introduce
preliminary concepts in Section 3. Section 4 is about
the relationship discovery in Public Opinion and Actual
Behavior of social media stock data space description.
Extensive experimental results are presented in Section 5.
We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Related work
In recent years, the relationship of a system from the
observable dynamics elements has raised many scholars’
interests, especially in finance field. Finance presents a
variety of collective behavior [5, 6]. Scholars focus on
statistical cross correlation between individual stocks that
not only reveal the complex structure of finance system,
but also have important practical values for risk control
to asset allocation and portfolio assessment [7, 8]. The
probability of price returns generally obey power-law
distribution, and the properties in different markets are
stable [9].
It is an important challenging task to explore the spatial

structure of finance system. For example, stocks hierarchy
of financial market is constructed by the minimum span-
ning tree and its derivative method [10]. In particular,
plate structure and topology association are detected
effectively by random matrix theory in finance market
[11, 12]. Securities market has a large number of real
observable data, but the relationship of stocks lack precise
form of internal interaction. For solving this drawback,
researchers use random matrix theory to study cross
correlation properties of stock. Someone obtain special
forms of non-random internal interaction between the
securities market stocks [13, 14] through the correlation
matrix contrast to the nature of random correlation
matrix.
The industry sector structure of mature market has been

systematically studied, such as New York stock exchange
and South Korea stock exchange [15]. Recently, the random
matrix theory is used to explore eigenmode of industrial
production index fluctuation in dissipative structure
[16]. In particular, Shen and Zheng study the interaction
of stock in Chinese securities market and associated struc-
tures by random matrix theory. Ren and Zhou research
the cross correlation dynamics properties of Chinese se-
curities market [17].
In this paper, we study the event role with multiple attri-

butes, and most of them have no direct linear relationship.
We present a random matrix to express these multiple
attributes with time sequence. And then, we propose the
MSCA method to evaluate similarity of the attribute time

sequence with a sliding window technique which greatly
improves the accuracy.

3 Preliminary concepts
3.1 Event definition in social media stock data space
An event is a snapshot of perceived experience at one
moment in time which can be defined as a collection or
a tuple of attributes.
The so-called event occurs in a particular time or place

by one or more roles, which is composed of one or more
actions; it means an action or state change. Event is the
unit of people understanding and experiencing about the
world, and it meets people’s normal cognition rule. Event
e is defined as Formula 1 in this paper.

e ¼ A;M;T ; Sh i ð1Þ

where A is element of the action, and it means the
change process and its characteristics of event, which is
the degree of movement, description of the way, method,
and so on. A = 〈a1, a2,…, ak〉. Each attribute ai is defined
as a tuple such that ai ¼ ai1; a

i
2;…; ail

� �
and aij is norma-

lized real value aij∈ 0; 1½ � . M is the object element that

includes all roles participating in the event. T is the time
element, and it means the time from the beginning to
the end of the event. S is the environmental element,
and it means the place and its environmental characte-
ristics of event.
However, information presents polymorphism and

complexity under the status of the rapid development of
Internet big data. When an event happens, in different S,
the form of A is presented diversely. For example, RMB
join in the SDR event, the attention, participation, and
interaction of a user present different forms of A. Some-
one discuss the event in forums (OS), while others change
their investment strategies (BS), such as buy or sell related
product or stock which are affected by the event. It can be
seen that only one perspective cannot accurately describe
an event. Therefore, we study event from a new perspec-
tive, that is, from OS and BS. In this paper, the event is
mapped into OS and BS, and we can use the mapping data
of the event from OS and BS to analyze trajectory of the
event.

3.2 The definition of Public Opinion Data Space (OS) and
Actual Behavior Data Space (BS)
3.2.1 Public Opinion Data Space (OS) in social media stock
data space
With the rise of Internet media, people are used to com-
ment an event on Internet carriers, while Internet carriers
record information of people’s lives, works, and studies.
The current popular network media are microblog, Twit-
ter, Facebook, forums, etc., which have thousands of users.
When a hot event happens, a lot of views and comments
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have diffusion fast on network to form a powerful network
influence. The research and analysis of network events
emerge in endlessly [18, 19]. In particularly, investors pub-
lish their views and emotions when a good or a bad event
happens in the finance field. The form of A in Formula (1)
is diversified in OS, such as click, reply, content and size
of post, etc. in forums. Time and A are not limited in OS.
For example, stock forum users can post, click, reply, etc.
at any time, and the number of post, click, and reply are
not limited. Therefore, we build 〈click, post, reply〉 as a set
of A to measure the action of event.
Firstly, click reflects the degree of user attention on an

event. On the other hand, click rate can measure how
many roles are participating in the event. The role of an
event by click is a light degree, only showing the instinct
of roles.
Secondly, the number of post on the Internet also re-

flects user attention on an event, but the strength of a post
is larger than the strength of a click to reflect the parti-
cipation of an event. Posting for an event with their
comments and analysis fully illustrate the subjective initia-
tive of a user, which reflects user’s hope to enhance or
inhibit the spread of event influence through their own
comments.
Again, the strength of a reply to an event is the largest

than a post and a click on the network, which embodies
the role of reply which is given to the interaction of an
event.

A ¼ click; post; replyh i ð2Þ

where click is when a user takes attention to an event by
a click, post is the number of user posting the comments
on forums and reply is the number of user’s reply to
some post.

3.2.2 Actual Behavior Data Space (BS) in social media stock
data space
Nowadays, the life of people is alternative in online and
offline, which have been officially formed as two different
living environments for people. People tend to leave their
trajectories online through video, audio, picture, text, etc.
However, in real life or when offline, it is difficult to cap-
ture the information with its mass scale and few value
features. Especially, capturing the group behavior after the
event happens is more difficult, so the data can be used
extremely limitedly. On the other hand, some who carries
such as Stock Exchange centre and electric business plat-
form can record human behaviors in the real world. For
instance, on November 11, 2015, the most large-scale
commercial activities happened on Chinese Internet
again: Taobao website sales total to 91.2 billion yuan. The
Taobao can cope with such a great event because they
comprehensively analyze A of M that contain past trade

volume and super-high concurrency requirements, espe-
cially consumption, search, and browsing habits of users
[20]. Therefore, some special carrier is a good choice to
observe human behavior in the real world.
Due to mapping relationship of the special carriers and

the real behavior, we can analyze real behavior in reality
through the mapping data from carriers. For example,
trajectories of stock trading volume, price, and change rate
of price would be recorded by Stock Exchange. In particu-
lar, if an event happens in the finance field, investors will
buy or sell their stocks or futures and other investment
products by the good or bad event. The form of A is
multitudinous in BS, such as volume, turnover, change,
price, etc. The domains of time and A have their specific
limitation. The trade time in stock exchange is during
9:30–11:30 and 13:00–15:00 on work days in China, while
the maximum change of rise and drop is 10 % in stock
market, and trade stock needs an interval of 1 day in
China, that is, T + 1 model different from other countries.
The investors react to event mainly through buying and
selling stocks in the real world. Therefore, we select the
original action of stock affected by an event as A.
Firstly, A can reflect the degree of participation or the

group game mainly through %Turnover, Vol, Turnover.
One day, the volume of a stock blew up that illustrates
buying and selling are more active, and group M makes
a clear judgment for a potential stock trend. A illustrates
an event that occurs or will occur soon, so quantitative
analyzing the participation degree of the real social M is
an important indicator to study the event.
Secondly, with occurrence, development, decay, and

death of an event, the price of one stock will change in the
event’s life cycle. If it is a good event, the price will be
gradually pushed up from the beginning to the end of the
event. The price trend maps out the development trend of
the events, such as Close, High, Low, Open, and Pre
Close.
Lastly, with the development of an event, the change

of stock price reflects the heat and expectation of M,
which are others important indicators to measure and
analyze an event, such as Change and %Chg.

A ¼ 〈Close; High; Low; Open; Pre Close; Change;
%Chg; %Turnover; Vol; Turnover; Market Cap; CSVi

ð3Þ

The A of stock contains Close, High, Low, Open, Pre
Close, Change,%Chg, %Turnover, Vol, Turnover, Market
Cap, CSV in BS. Close is the closing price in the end of
the trading time. High is the highest price during the
trading time. Low is the lowest price during the trading
time. Open is the opening price in the beginning of the
trading time. Pre Close is the yesterday’s Close. Change
is the amount money of rise or fall. %Chg equals to
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Change divided by Pre Close, which is the price change
rate. %Turnover equals to percentage of the result of Vol
divided by the total number of circulation shares. Vol is
the amount of trade shares. Turnover equals to Vol multi-
ply by traded shares, which is the amount money of trade
shares. Market Cap equals to Close multiply by the total
shares, which is the total market price. CSV equals to
Close multiply by the circulation shares, which is the
circulation price. In this paper, all A of stock is included to
analyze the real behaviors of an event.

3.2.3 Analysis of OS and BS in social media stock data space
In the paper, we describe an event by both OS and BS
comprehensively. And, there are some common features
and characteristics of OS and BS, which are as follows.

1. The common features of OS and BS:
(a)Being recordable/storable: investor sentiment

has both professional characteristics of financial
information and semantic characteristics of short-
text information. The comments or real trading
behaviors on the Internet of investors once
formed will leave trajectories on the carriers of
OS and BS, and they can be recorded and stored.

(b)Spontaneity: A of investors from any one space
is subjective evaluation and judgment of stock
financial market and company’s information.
And such behavior is spontaneously generated,
spread, and accepted by investors that enable
us to get more pure investor sentiment without
other information interference.

(c) Interaction: the network evaluation information
of OS includes both objective description about
all kinds of information and investor’s subjective
judgment. The interaction processing is more
on orientation, that is, the network evaluation
information interacted with the attention of
investors, click, and reply. This interaction brings
unprecedented influence on investor group
behavior due to the interactivity of investor’s
attention. Similarly, A of BS not only has
subjective judgment of investors but also change
the trading behaviors of interaction by Turnover,
%Chg, prices, etc.

(d)Being representative: information view of OS is
generally trusted, because information is held by
a publisher himself or organization, so
information represents the specific emotions tend
view of different investors. Although investor
sentiment revealed in OS is divergent, investor
focus is concentrated. The focus contains a recent
performance of the listed companies and the
future development and other kinds of
information; thus, we are able to extract the

performance characteristics of the investor
sentiment under OS.

2. The characteristic properties of OS and BS:
Because the comments on the Internet are
subjective, it contains a large number of loosely and
redundant information. However, all data of BS are
real data, and there is no false information.
The comments of OS are only from user’s ideology
or psychological changes. However, they cannot real
reflect trading behavior. Therefore, we make up the
incompleteness of OS through BS’s trading behaviors.

3.3 The description of data in social media stock data
space
Because the data of our research is multidimensional
time sequence in OS and BS, we give the relative defin-
ition and description of time sequence.

3.3.1 The definition of multidimensional time sequence
Intuitively speaking, time sequence is a set of numerical
value collection according to chronological order. Figure 1
is a typical time sequence in social media stock data space.
Figure 1 is the Shanghai Composite Index from 1991 to
2015, which has the feature of multidimensional time
sequence.
Time sequence: a time sequence T = t1, t2,…, tn is an

order set of values, 1, 2,…, n is the time node with the
length of n. Time Subsequence: given a time sequence T
with the length of n, subsequence C is a sample of conse-
cutive T with the length of m, C = tk, tk+ 1,…, tk+m + 1,
where k is the beginning of the sample, which satisfies
the condition of 1 < k < k −m + 1. Multidimensional
time sequence: time sequence can be divided into one-
dimensional time sequence and multidimensional time
sequence according to the numbers of independent
variable of the time sequence. One-dimensional time se-
quence is only one variable changing over time in nume-
rical sequence; and multidimensional time sequence is
multiple variables changing over time in multidimensional
numerical sequence.
A multidimensional time sequence with a size of Vji is a

collection of time sequences that is limit by d variable
numbers and n length. Multidimensional time sequence
can be expressed as Fig. 2: where Vji is the value of j
on the time of ti. d = 1, that is, one-dimensional time
sequence. d ≥ 2, that is, multidimensional time sequence.
In real application, multivariate time sequence has become
more and more important.

3.4 Data feature in social media stock data space

(1)The data source of OS
The occurrence environment of an event is OS.
And the source of OS is very broad, as long as
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investor comments on Internet carriers which all belong
to the category ofOS. Due to Chinese investorsmostly
focus on Eastmoney and Sina, two big authoritative
websites, we crawl the post as a sample from Eastmoney
and Sina forums about stock 600519 during January 2013
andMay 2014. The samples of twowebsites have a strong
correlation according to the result of analysis and
comparison. The Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.877.
We select the data of Eastmoney forum as amapping
data ofOS to analyze event feature. The sample data
contrast figure of Eastmoney and Sina as Fig. 3.

(2)The data source of BS:
Unlike OS, the data of BS has its uniqueness, and
data is the same no matter from which trading
software. We adopt stock trading data from the 163
website as data source in BS. They aremainly from the
Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
The original transaction data of each stock include 12
dimensions, such as Close, High, Low,Open, Pre Close,
Change, %Chg, %Turnover,Vol,Turnover,Market Cap,
andCSV. Because one dimension variable is calculated by
several other dimension variables, there are linear
relationships between them. In order to reduce the
complexity of BS to improve efficiency, principal
component analysis (PCA) can be used in dimension
reduction in this paper.

(3)Data set feature normalization
Data standardization (normalization) processing is a
basic work of data mining. Different evaluation
indices have different dimensions and dimensional
units. And, it will affect the result of data analysis.
In order to eliminate the dimension influence
between indicators, we make data normalization
processing to solve the comparability among data
index. The index of original data in the same order
of magnitude after dealing with data normalization
is suitable for a comprehensive comparative
evaluation.

For different data sets, the number of A and data unit of
A are different. It means that we are unable to compare
the data set vectors of different data sets directly. In
order to address this problem, a common statistical
method, namely, the min-max normalization of data set,
is extended and used to approximate original vectors. It
is a linear transformation of original data, the result
value mapping between [0, 1].

3.4.1 Feature extraction of data in socialmedia stock data space
The structure of time sequence is often complex and has
multiple dimensions. And there are a lot of noises. If we
mine data directly on time sequence, not only high effi-
ciency but also high accuracy and reliability of the mining
results cannot be obtained. In addition, the analysis of the
follow-up work will be affected. How to reduce the dimen-
sion of time sequence, while reserving the main informa-
tion, and correctly measure the similarity of two sequences
is the key to improve efficiency. Also, it is the basis of

Fig. 2 Multidimensional time sequence in social media stock data space

Fig. 1 A time sequence of Shanghai Composite Index
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classification and clustering, correlation analysis, prediction,
anomaly detection, and cycle mode discovery in further.
Therefore, we need to express again the original time
sequence from a higher level before an experiment, which
is abstraction and generalization.
Faloutsosetal (1994) [21] laid the foundation for data

mining research of time sequence, who pointed out
how to improve the efficiency of distance measure (simi-
larity search) by dimension reduction techniques. The ori-
ginal data space is known as the real space, and dimension
reduction space is known as the search space in the
method of high-dimensional data space which is mapped
to a low-dimensional space. A new distance measure is
defined in search space, and the low-dimensional data is
being used to improve the efficiency of calculation for data
mining tasks after dimension reduction. The dimension
reduction technique is PCA in this paper.
The goal of PCA (Principal Component Analysis)

(JollifFe, 2005) [22] is to reduce variables by linear trans-
formation. And, there are a lot of applications in feature se-
lection. Based on PCA, Lu et al. puts forward principal
feature analysis (PFA) [23] and Yoon et la. put forward the
characteristics scoring method of the multivariate time se-
quence on the basis of the correlation between information
according to the common principal component analysis
(CPCA) [24].
The eigenvectors with the larger eigenvalues are selected

to reconstruct a new data set to achieve dimension reduc-
tion according to the PCA.

cov X;Yð Þ ¼
X

i¼1

n
Xi−X
� �

Y i−Y
� �

n−1
ð4Þ

eigenvectors; eigenvalues½ � ¼ eig covð Þ ð5Þ

where X, Y are two different vectors and cov(X, Y) is a
covariance of X, Y. Cov is a covariance matrix of (x1, x2,
…, xi,…, xn), and eigenvectors are the feature vectors of
Cov. eigenvalues is the value of eigenvectors. Bigger eigen-
values mean greater contribution of original data. There-
fore, top n eigenvectors will be selected as new data of BS.

4 Relationship discovery in public opinion and
actual behavior of social media stock data space
Because the time sequence is an observable phenomenon
of the real system, similar time sequence often presents a
variety of deformation, such as amplitude deformation,
the overall shape linear drift, discontinuous points, con-
taining noise, and timeline deformation. So similarity
measure time sequence is not completely tight; so the
research of similarity is a very basic and difficult problem
[25–27]. Similarity metric methods in time sequence data
mining mainly adopt the Euclidean distance [28], dynamic
time warping distance [29, 30], irrelevant distance with
complexity, etc.

4.1 The description of Matrix Similarity Clustering
Algorithm (MSCA)
MSCA of this paper is implemented using the sliding
window technology, which set a fixed window and slide
on the time sequence. The size of the sliding window is a
key factor, we determine the window size as 3 according
to the experience data, and experiments show that it can
lead to a better experimental effect.

1) Data sequence: DS is the flow of data sequence
〈A1, A2, …, Am, … 〉, Am = {D1,D2, …,Di, …}, and
Am(m = 1, 2, …) is the action attribute set. DS data
flow is to be sectioned, and each section
corresponds to a data flow subsequence and a
certain number of attributes, which a data block is
a basic window as W.

2) Sliding window: a sliding window SW corresponds
to a continuous sequence of basic window 〈W1,
W2, …,Wk〉, which contains the number of basic
window with a fixed value k, as Fig. 4. With new
data coming, the sliding window update with basic

Fig. 4 Structure of a sliding window

Fig. 3 Stock data of Eastmoney and Sina in Public Opinion Data Space (OS)
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window. The oldest basic window is deleted when
data comes into a new basic window, while the
sliding window will update. Therefore, the data of
sliding window change and update.

Random matrix theory is introduced to the study of
finance field in recent years, and it provides a good lesson
for quantitatively study of stock interactions. According to
random matrix theory, if there are n random time se-
quences with the length of l and they are not related, then
random matrix P can be built by the time sequence.
Because this paper studies the similarity problem of

multidimensional time sequence, we need to calculate
matrix similarity as Formula 6.

SimP;Q ¼ tr PQð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PTP
�� �� QTQ

�� ��q ;

tr ¼
Xn
i¼1

λi;P ¼ Ai;Aiþ1;…;Aiþnj j
ð6Þ

where P and Q are the vector matrix of A. When |PQ
− λE| = 0, we obtain eigenvalue λi of matrix PQ. tr is the
sum of λi. Then, we calculate SimP,Q based on the sliding
window according to P, Q, and tr. We first select slide win-
dow k on random matrix, calculate similarity between k
multidimensional vector and k + 1 multidimensional vec-
tor, then move back a sliding window till the end of the
sliding window. So, it is similarity of matrix and vector.

f granularitythresholdBS SimP;Q
� � ¼ clusterthreshold SimP;Q BSð Þ� �

granularitythresholdOS SimP;Q
� � ¼ clusterthreshold SimP;Q OSð Þ� �

ð7Þ

where granularityBS(SimP,Q) is the granularity of SimP,Q

in BS and means the set of some M with the close
SimP,Q in BS. granularityOS(SimP,Q) is the granularity of
SimP,Q in OS and means the set of some M with the
close SimP,Q in OS. cluster(SimP,Q(BS)) is cluster method
about SimP,Q(BS), and SimP,Q(BS) is the time sequence
similarity of two M in BS.

4.2 Algorithm description
Data set features are noteworthy factors that affect the
performance of cluster algorithm. If different data sets are
described by their own features, the relationship between
data set features and cluster algorithms’ performance is
obtained.
If the event that happened is a good event, this paper

defines that the corresponding emotion of the event is
positive. If the event that happened is a bad event, this
paper defines that the corresponding emotion of the event
is negative.

5 Experiment and analysis
5.1 Knowledge map construction
We extract entity, concept, and relationship from the
crawled posts to construct wine knowledge system. The
knowledge system contains wine knowledge with the
Chinese wine stocks as background, and these knowledge
linked to each other are beneficial to observe the relation-
ships of data. However, such knowledge system without
regular data structure keeps the original connection be-
tween knowledge and does not reflect more granularity
and dimension characteristic of wine knowledge. The next
step is mining these entities and concepts in the field of
multigranularity and multidimensional relations according
to the background.
We divide entity and concept set of the equivalence2016

class according to the characteristics of corpus, and the
relationship set is the attribute set which can be used as
the basis for equivalence class division. Entity and concept
sets with the relationship tag are divided into the equiva-
lence class set. The entity and concept set are divided into
many equivalence classes, and different equivalence clas-
ses are made up of different color labels. In order to dis-
tinguish different equivalence class, the same equivalence
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class entity or concept has the same color mark, and each
equivalence class has its own subject and mark color
(Fig. 5).

5.2 Feature extraction
A of BS has diversity characteristics, and there are mul-
tiple relationships between A. In order to reduce redun-
dancy of data and improve effective of operation, we need
to reduce dimension. We gain the important variables
through linear transformation based on PCA.
The data of 000858 from October 30, 2015 to November

27, 2015 is used as sample data in this paper. We delete the
data during holidays because Chinese stock are suspended
in that time. The 12 dimensional vectors of BS include

Close, High, Low, Open, Pre Close, Change, %Chg,
%Turnover, Vol, Turnover, Market Cap, and CSV. We
analyze the 12 dimensional vectors based on PCA, the
data form the original matrix [X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7,
X8, X9, X10, X11, X12]. Eigenvalue = (7.2802, 2.6827, 1.8468,
7.2802, 2.6827, 0.0339, 0.0032, 0.0002, 0.0001, 0.0000,
0.0000, 0.0000).
We reconstruct a new data set by a feature vector

with larger eigenvalues according to PCA. We select
the first three which are 7.2802, 2.6827, and 1.8468 ei-
genvalues of the eigenvector Y1, Y2, and Y3 to recon-
struct a new data set. For example, based on the value
of eigenvector (Y1), we getY1 = 0.3571X1 + (−0.3525)X2 +…
+ (−0.3547)X12. We get Y2 and Y3 and use the same
method according to the eigenvector (Y2) and eigenvector

Fig. 5 Multidimensional multigranularity data model

Fig. 6 Similarity of random two M in tea, beverage, and wine plate
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(Y3). So the data of BS become three-dimensional vectors
based on PCA, which matches to the three-dimensional
vectors of OS.
Eigenvector (Y1) = [−0.3571, −0.3525, −0.334, −0.309,

−0.285, −0.1502, −0.1506, −0.2295, −0.2295, −0.2401,
−0.3547, −0.3547]
Eigenvector (Y2) = [−0.0778, −0.0654, −0.2204, −0.2923,

0.3637, 0.3936, 0.394, 0.3698, 0.3698, 0.3571, −0.0782,
−0.0782]
Eigenvector (Y3) = [−0.166, 0.1102, −0.1216, 0.0988,

0.1547, −0.4756, −0.4749, 0.3669, 0.3669, 0.3585,
−0.1764, −0.1764]

5.3 Similarity calculation
Forty stocks of tea, beverage, and wine plate have been
our test data, the data of OS from Eastmoney website,
and the data of BS from Shanghai Stock Exchange and
Shenzhen Stock Exchange. According to the difference
of OS and BS, there are comments every day in OS.
However, the Chinese stock was not traded in holidays,
suspension time in BS. Therefore, in order to cooperate
with data features of BS, we choose the data of OS where
data about the corresponding holidays and suspension
days is removed . For group event, there are more than
one M. So if there are one or several stocks suspension, in

Fig. 7 Similarity of main M and others of tea, beverage, wine plate in OS

Fig. 8 Similarity of main M and others of tea, beverage, wine plate in BS
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order to put the vectors of multiple M in one coordinate,
we move forward data after suspension of the life cycle of
an event in order to make up the leakage data. Previous
studies have shown that this approach does not lead to
deviation [19].
Figure 6 shows the similarity of random two M from

43 stocks in tea, beverage, and wine plate during 22 days
from November 2012. Their similarity calculation is
based on MSCA. We choose window k = 3 according to
the experience value that calculation effect is better. The
multidimensional vector of OS are selected as
〈click, post, reply〉, and 〈Y1,Y2,Y3〉 in BS. Y1, Y2, and Y3 is
constructed by Close, High, Low, Open, Pre Close,
Change, %Chg, %Turnover, Vol, Turnover, Market Cap,
and CSV, the details is shown in the first section of the
experiment.
The plasticizer event in Jiuguijiu on November 19, 2012

is selected in this paper. On November 19, 2012, plasti-
cizer was detected in Jiuguijiu in official news, which has
pasticizer more 2.6 times than normal level. The plasti-
cizer is a kind of material additives, and this kind of ma-
terial is added in the plastic processing which is legally
used for industrial purposes. Plasticizer can make the wine
become stronger viscosity, longer taste, and look up
higher grade and quality. This event is selected because it
is very widespread and has a long life cycle, which fit to
the purpose of the relationship between the two spaces
studied.
There are main multidimensional vector that are con-

structed by the main M of the event—Jiuguijiu (000799),
the similarities of 000799 and each M of the sentiment is
the same as the event in test data are calculated respec-
tively and other wine stocks in November 2012, according
to the MSCM, and window k = 3. Figure 7 shows the

similarity based on multidimensional vector random matrix
〈click, post, reply〉 of OS. It shows the similarities of 000799
and 000858, 000799, 000858, 600059, 600197, 600199,
600365, 600519, 600559, 600573, 600600, 600616, 600702,
600779, 600809, in November 2012. We can clearly see that
similarity change trend of some M is very high, especially
on the event that occurs on the day of November 19, 2012
and after the next few days. From Fig. 6, the similarity
relationship is more close between members on the begin-
ning time of the Plasticizer event, and the similarity rela-
tionship is more loose between members in other time.
Except 600059, 600600,600573, 600197, 000858,600519,
and 000799, the similarity between others and 000799 are
very high. After 15 days, their overall similarities are all
decreased which illustrate that the influence of the event
become weaker in OS.
Figure 8 shows the similarity based on multidimen-

sional vectors random matrix 〈Y1,Y2,Y3〉 of BS. It shows
the similarities of 000799 and 000858, 000799, 000858,
200869, 600059, 600132, 600197, 600199, 600365, 600519,

Table 1 Similarity clustering result in OS when the threshold = 0.8

9–13 12–14 13–15 14–16 15–19 16–20 19–21 20–22 21–23 23–26 24–27 26–28 27–29 28–30

000858 0.85 0.89 0.93 0.96 0.83

002304 0.81 0.8 0.88 0.95 0.84 0.81 0.88 0.83 0.87 0.8 0.8

200869 0.99 0.9 0.93 0.89 0.95 0.88 0.88 0.94 0.9 0.94

600059 0.82 0.88 0.87 0.91 0.84

600197 0.93 0.89 0.88 0.82 0.94 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.92 0.86

600199 0.9 0.9 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.83 0.83 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.91

600365 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.87 0.95 0.93 0.84 0.85

600519 0.9 0.9 0.88 0.93 0.95 0.96 0.86

600559 0.88 0.87 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.92 0.96 0.87 0.8

600573 0.97 0.9 0.92 0.92 0.88 0.82

600616 0.89 0.83 0.88 0.94 0.9 0.87 0.95 0.98 0.92 0.82

600702 0.96 0.96 0.87 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.97 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.86

600779 0.93 0.94 0.86 0.82 0.98 0.88 0.9 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.96

600809 0.94 0.94 0.88 0.81 0.81 0.94 0.97 0.97 0.92 0.93 0.94

Table 2 Similarity clustering result in BS when the threshold = 0.8

9–13 12–14 13–15 14–16 15–19 16–20 19–21 20–22

000858 0.97 0.9 0.94 0.83

002304 0.81 0.8 0.88 0.95 0.84 0.81 0.88

600197 0.87 0.87

600199 0.97 0.98 0.92 0.83 0.97

600519 0.93 0.99 0.99 0.95

600559 0.91 0.85 0.86 0.91 0.99

000799 0.92 0.92 0.85 0.84 0.95

600702 0.97 0.98 0.92 0.88

600779 0.91 0.92 0.97 0.87 0.97
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600543, 600559, 600573, 600600, 600616, 600702, 600779,
and 600809, in November 2012. We can clearly see that the
similarity change trend of some M are very high, especially
on the event that occurs on the day of November 19, 2012
and after the next few days. High similarity shows members
affected by event in the cycle life of event and other times
which are affected by plate and the influence of com-
posite index. Except 600702, 600132, 200869, 600059,
and 000799, the similarity between others and 000799 are
very high. The changing trend of similarity shows that their
relationship are very close and highly consistent with the
Plasticizer event. After 10 days, their overall similarities are
all decreased which illustrate that the influence of the event

become weaker in BS. Contrast to the OS, the influence
cycle of the plasticizer event in BS is shorter than the influ-
ence cycle of the plasticizer event in BS.

5.4 Relationship discovery
5.4.1 Threshold = 0.8
The tea, beverage, and wine plate can be divided into beer,
medical wine, beverage, Shaohsing wine, grape wine, and
white wine according to ingredient granularity. White
wine = <600238, 000729, 000752, 000929, 002461, 600090,
600132, 600573, 600600>. Beverage = <000019, 200019,
600300, 000848, 002387, 600962 >. Grape wine = <000869,
000557, 200869, 600084, 600365, 600543, 000995>.

Fig. 9 The relationship set of OS and BS when threshold = 0.8

Table 3 Similarity clustering result in OS when the threshold = 0.9

9–13 12–14 13–15 14–16 15–19 16–20 19–21 20–22 21–23 23–26 24–27 26–28 27–29 28–30

000858 0.93 0.96

002304 0.95

200869 0.99 0.9 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.9 0.94

600059 0.91

600197 0.93 0.94 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.92

600199 0.9 0.9 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.91

600365 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.93

600519 0.9 0.9 0.93 0.95 0.96

600559 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.92 0.96

600573 0.97 0.9 0.92 0.92

600616 0.94 0.9 0.95 0.98 0.92

600702 0.96 0.96 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.97 0.91

600779 0.93 0.94 0.98 0.9 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.96

600809 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.97 0.97 0.92 0.93 0.94
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Shaohsing wine = <601579, 002525, 600059>. Medical
wine = <600616, 600238>. Table 1 is the similarity cluste-
ring result in OS when the threshold = 0.8. Similarity of 00
0799 and others are widely distributed in Table 1; there
are beer, medical wine, white wine, and grape wine.
Table 2 is the similarity clustering result in BS when

the threshold = 0.8. However, higher similarity of 000799
and others are relative concentrate in Table 2, and they
are only in the popular set of white wine.
In order to better analyze the relationship between the

main member and others, we construct a knowledge map
of the tea, beverage, and wine plate. The knowledge map
of the tea, beverage, and wine plate is mainly composed
of beer, medical wine, beverage, Shaohsing wine, grape
wine, and white wine according to the ingredient, and
each node is divided into two different subsets of popular

and unpopular. We further discover the latent relationship
between the OS and BS, and the latent relationship
between OS and BS with MSCA combined the knowledge
map technology.
From Fig. 9, the relationship set of BS is 600779,

000858, 600199, 000799, 600559, 600519, 002304, 600702,
and 600197; the relationship set of OS is 600779, 000858,
600199, 000799, 600559, 600519, 002304, 600702, 600809,
600197, 600573, 600616, 200869, and 600365. According
to the experimental result, the relationship between BS
and OS in the plasticizer event is that the relationship of
lead M and others in BS is more concentrate in one set,
while the relationship of lead M and others in OS is more
disperse in more sets, and the relationship set of BS is a
subset of the relationship set of OS. The experimental
analysis result is conformity with the industry step of
wine, and plasticizer is mainly used to join in white wine
to make it stronger viscosity, longer taste, higher grade
and quality. Because 000799 belongs to the popular set,
the greatest influence M are the nearest granularity. Fig-
ure 9 shows the granularity containing relation of OS and
BS that is very obvious. granularity0:8BS Simð Þ⊆granularity0:8OS

Simð Þ.
Tables 3 and 4 shows the similarity clustering result in

BS when the threshold = 0.9. However, the higher similarity
of 000799 and others are relative concentrate in Table 4,
and they are only in the popular set of white wine. And

granularity0:9BS SimP;Q
� � ¼ granularity0:8BS SimP;Q

� �
− 600197ð Þ;

when threshold = 0.9, granularity0:9BS Simð Þ⊆granularity0:9OS

Simð Þ.

Table 4 Similarity clustering result in BS when the threshold = 0.9

9–13 12–14 13–15 14–16 15–19 16–20 19–21 20–22

000858 0.97 0.9 0.94

002304 0.95

600199 0.97 0.98 0.92 0.83 0.97

000799 0.92 0.92 0.95

600519 0.93 0.99 0.99 0.95

600559 0.91 0.85 0.86 0.91 0.99

600702 0.97 0.98 0.92

600779 0.91 0.92 0.97 0.97

Fig. 10 The relationship set of OS and BS when threshold = 0.9
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5.4.2 Threshold = 0.9
Table 3 shows the similarity clustering result in BS when
the threshold = 0.9. The higher similarity of 000799
and others are widely distributed in Table 3, there are
beer, medical wine, white wine, and grape wine. And
granularity0:9OS SimP;Q

� � ¼ granularity0:8OS SimP;Q
� �

, and
only the period of similarity have an obvious change.
granularity0:9BS Simð Þ⊆granularity0:9OS Simð Þ
From the Fig. 10, the relationship set of BS is 600779,

000858, 600199, 000799, 600559, 600519, 002304, and
600702, and the relationship set of OS is 600779, 000858,
600199, 000799, 600559, 600519, 002304, 600702, 600809,
600197, 600573, 600616, 200869, and 600365. Figure 10
shows the granularity containing relation of OS and BS
that is very obvious.

granularity0:9BS Simð Þ⊆granularity0:9OS Simð Þ

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we calculated the event relationship in a
new method and found the relationships between Public
Opinion Data Space (OS) and Actual Behavior Data Space
(BS) in the life cycle of an event. We calculated the simi-
larity of multidimensional time sequence combined with
the sliding window technology based on random matrix
theory. We not only calculated the similarity of lead
member and others in OS and BS but also found the
relationship between OS and BS. Furthermore, we have
constructed a knowledge map to analyze the relationship
of public opinion and actual behavior. Experimental results
showed that MSCM is a typical scheme using both OS and
BS and found that the relationship set of OS is more wider
and the relationship set of BS is more concentrate, while
the relationship set of BS is a subset of the relationship set
of OS.
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